
 Key Objectives 

1. Track the well-being of staff and students.

a. How are your staff feeling?
b. How are your students and their families doing?
c. What is your total school status?
d. What is the trend telling you?
e. Enable schools to assist in this crisis in a simple and meaningful manner.
f. The power of the school’s data collation becomes exponential when seen as

a group. The data enables the community in an area to gain meaningful
insight real time in their local area.

g. Schools act as pillars in the community.  They have the ability to collect this
data and assist those in need within the community.

2. Understand where people are in trouble and communicate with them real time using
a central system.

a. Who needs urgent assistance?
b. How could they be assisted?
c. What can be done?

3. Streamline data and communication to calm the panic and disruption.

4. Collate data based on geographic presence across regional areas in South Africa.
Create a statistically relevant view of the prevalence of Corona like symptoms.

a. The data collated from a group of schools in a specific area will provide a
central view of the live trends associated to Corona Symptoms.

b. The data trend will be apparent for all to view.
c. Geospatial analytics will highlight areas that are under stress.
d. Information will be shared with any party that can help.

How will it work? 

Get the right people on board 

1. A geographic zone will be determined.
2. A zone champion will be determined.
3. The zone champion will:

a. Contact the schools in the given area.
b. Determine the school champion.
c. Assist the school champion in using the system.
d. Support the school champions in the area.
e. Create a school action group within the given area.
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How does the school champion use the system? 

Training will be provided 

• Daily webinars will run to explain how the system works.

• Watch the video published on the Magnitude Website:

https://www.magnitude4u.com the school system will mimic the solution that
Magnitude has provided to its corporate client base.

• If you have technical or process questions with respect to how the system works,
relay them to your zone champion. These questions will be covered in the daily
webinars. The webinars will be available to all parties on demand.

Using the system is simple 

1. The school champion will be provided access to the Magnitude APP. The Magnitude
APP will be available on both a mobile phone (IOS/ANDROID) and on a (Web APP
Website on your PC.

2. The school champion will simply open the APP and click on a button that says Track a
person.

3. They will then enter the person’s name, surname, mobile number and email (if
available).

4. They will click submit.
5. The person will be registered in the Magnitude APP.
6. The parents/students will receive an SMS and or Email, daily.
7. They will be asked to click on a link and reflect on their daily health status.
8. Once the parents/students have provided their daily heath check, the information

will reflect in the schools APP.
9. The school will be able to engage with further communication using their APP if

required.
10. The data will be automatically interpreted in the system and the relevant analytics

will be created.

Data Privacy 

1. Each school will be registered in a separate instance in the Magnitude cloud. The
data will be hosted in Microsoft Azure.

2. Schools will only see their data, thus protecting the schools contact list.
3. The database will belong to the school at all times.
4. Once this initiative is over Magnitude will delete all the data.
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Commercial Feasibility 

Parties that are involved to make this project work are as follows: 

• GoMobile
o Owns the Magnitude Platform.
o Provides the technical support to the solution developed.
o Will recreate/change and add to the solution as required within the scope of

its dynamic APP creation platform.
o Manage the existing BI dashboard and enhance as required.
o Will configure each school into the school to provide their solution, where

the contact database produced by the school is only visible to that school.
o Provide webinars and training as required.

• Microsoft Azure
o This is the cloud-based hosting platform that connects to the Magnitude

Platform. https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/
o The account with Microsoft Azure is paid by GoMobile.

• Connect SMS
o Gateway https://connect-mobile.co.za is connected to the Magnitude

Platform. GoMobile has an account with Connect and pays them for each
SMS sent through the system.
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o Brendan White the CEO of Connect has committed to provide SMS for this
initiative at cost.

Where will your data be stored and how will it be protected? 



So, what are the costs? 

1. GoMobile products, solutions and services are offered for free as part of their
contribution to this crisis.

2. It is estimated that the additional requirement to handle the server volume from
both a processing perspective and storage, will require us to use:

a. 8 Core servers.
b. Business critical infrastructure.
c. Scale needs to be increased based on additional users.

3. The cloud server requires an approximate fee of R120,000 per month to meet this
requirement. This needs to be paid to Microsoft Azure by GoMobile.

4. In order to scale the solution, we plan on connecting 60 schools to break even with
the movement to this server specification. In essence the server facility would incur
an estimated cost of R2000 per month per school.

5. Brendan White the CEO of Connect has committed to provide SMS for this initiative
at cost. Which amounts to 14c per SMS.

Estimated monthly fee per school: 

Assumptions 

Number of students: 500 
Number of teachers/staffs: 50 

Monthly server cost: R2,000 
Monthly SMS cost: 550 X .14c X 30 = R 2,310 

So total monthly cost would be approximately: R 4,310 (Ex Vat) 

How could we cover this monthly cost per school? 

We will rely on our Zone champions to raise the money from businesses or individuals in the 
area to cover the monthly fee. 

Parties that see the value of the initiative will have their brand advertised with each health 
check form that is submitted.  
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